everything, now had their turn to be pleased. Nothing pleases them so
much as the gleam of marble columns under high ceilings, glittering
chandeliers, the unmistakable signs of luxury as they looked up to it when
it decided their fate, and they ate out of luxury's hand if they ato at all.
But reassurance for me lay in the attitude of the Soviet architects them-
selves. I may mention Alabyan, Coll^, Yofan, the Vesnins, Nikolsky,
Chusev, and the editor, Arkin, as personal acquaintances in this connec-
tion. All of them took the present situation with a humour and a touch of
fatalism characteristically Russian.
Just now is no time to offer the liberated ones the high simplicity which
repudiates the falsity of that sort of luxury. This is not the time to insist
upon something they could not understand—the higher simplicity that has
turned upon that flagrant artifice as the people themselves turned tipon its
possessors. So in the Soviet Union I saw the cultural lag again as I have
seen it and fought against it for a lifetime in these United States. With the
Russians, as with the Americans, several more generations must pass
before a more natural way of life and building takes the place of the old
order. The Russian people see viciousness in that old order where human
rights are concerned. But the masses of the Russian people are yet unable
to see that viciousness in the higher realm of created things of which
architecture is the highest, and that what they fought to destroy still lives
on among them in the parasitic forms of the life they destroyed, to destroy
them in a more subtle and far-reaching destruction.
The architects, however—at least those I have named—are men who
realise this. But they are men who say, 'Never mind—we will tear it down
in ten years.7
'It will take nearly that long to finish the Palace of the Soviets** I said.
'Never mind, we may tear that down too—even before wo complete it,'
'But this popular rush to get into Moscow? Are you right when you
prepare Moscow to take five million country people, instead of sending
Moscow out to the five million?'
'But Russia needs a cultural centre for her uneducated millions for
years to come. Let the city be that cultural centre for a time/ said they.
Such resignation would not be possible for me* I can understand it, per-
haps envy it, but cannot approve it* Notwithstanding the tragedy of the
first essays in the direction of the new simplicity, I would see the Russian
opportunity as a mighty incentive in no way diminished by a false start.
But the attitude of the Russian architect is sincere and far in advance
of the social consciousness of our own American architects-1 do not know
one architect among us who looks so far into the future, able to smile
indulgently at his own present effort—perspective given by a fine sense
of humour mingled with idealism.
Said Alabyan; el thought I would put all the columns I would have to
use for the rest of my life into this building [the new Theatre] and have
done with it.* Said Vesnin, concerning his Palace of Culture and Rest (a
very desirable improvement on Le Corbusier et al.), *It lacks colour. It is
only a preliminary study. It is not yet Russian.' Said young Yofan, not yet
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